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Revelation 20 

- Lucifer released
- Judgment at White Throne

Continue the Millennium
Part-3
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“Hey Dr. Dave, 
I cannot wait to be able to look up and 
see Jesus at His Second Coming so I can
spend eternity in heaven with Him walking
thru pearly gates on those streets of gold”

YOU’RE NOW EQUIPPED TO REPLY

Popular Colloquialism       
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Millennial Kingdom is NOT in heaven
Same planet Earth - Same 23° axis tilt - Same full spin every 24 hours 
Same orbit of sun every 365.2563 days  - Same moon orbit every 27.3 days to manage tides 
Same Earth DAYS on Same Earth TIME in Same temporal-physical realm 

Romans 8:19-22 the anxious longing of the creation waits eagerly for the revealing of the sons
of God - Creation was subjected to futility, not willingly, but because of 
him who subjected it - in hope the creation also will be set free from its slavery
to corruption into the freedom of the glory of the children of God - we know the 
whole creation groans and suffers the pains of childbirth together until now

Isaiah 11:3-9 Messiah brings righteousness and fairness to Earth - curse will be lifted
Earth’s plants-vegetation and all animal life restored to “creation perfection”
entire Earth from sea to sea will be filled with knowledge of the Lord  Hab. 2:14

CONSIDER THIS . . .
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zV5zEP2QZ0Y

Planet Earth Restored       
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Isaiah 11:6-10  The wolf will dwell with the lamb - the leopard will lie down with the young goat,
the calf and young lion and fatling together - little boy leads them - cow and the bear graze
their young lie down together - lion eats straw like the ox

Nursing child will play by the hole of the cobra - weaned child will put his
hand on viper’s den, but they will not hurt or destroy in all My holy mountain - the 
Earth will be full of the knowledge of the LORD as the waters cover the sea

Genesis 1:30  every beast, bird, thing that moves “I have given every green plant for food”
Isaiah 35  wilderness and desert will be glad - Arabah will blossom profusely like crocus

streams will burst open in the Arabah - waters in the wilderness - scorched land will be
like a pool - thirsty ground will have springs of water - the jackal’s land will have grass, 
reeds, bullrushes - “Highway of Holiness” thru the desert with no wild animals to fear, 
believers will walk it right into Zion with everlasting joy and shouts

Isaiah 4:4-6  when the Lord has purged the bloodshed of Jerusalem by the spirit of judgment and
burning, the Lord will place over entire Mt. Zion area and all who assemble there, a cloud
by day as shade from heat - and flaming fire by night - a canopy hupa over all the glory   

Planet Earth Restored       
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1st John 3:2 It has not appeared as yet what we will be, but we know that when He appears
we will be like Him because we will see Him just as He is!

1994 VERY interesting book:   Frank Tipler [Tulane] “The Physics of Immortality”
Fascinating perspectives on living outside physical limits . . .

1935 Albert Einstein and 2 colleagues [Boris Podolsky, Nathen Rosen] proposed
one of the most famous thought-experiments in modern physics in their paper:

“Can Quantum-Mechanical Description of Physical Reality Be Considered Complete?”
introduced “Locality” [our physical reality] vs. physical separation "no locality" 
yet still correlation-interaction “Entanglement" across distance and time
subatomic photons [light particles] sent N and S directions 11km apart, yet 
behavior of one correlated to behavior of other – “shared single-experience”
INFERENCE: pre-death and ”resurrected” particles could/may remain united regardless

of time and space between them.  LIVING body could continue on in some
other form after it dies and its component particles have decayed!!

Life on Physical Earth in Metaphysical Bodies       
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“Entanglement" across distance and time correlated behavior = “shared single-experience”
pre-death and ”resurrected” particles could/may remain united regardless of time and space 
between them.  LIVING body continues in other form after it dies and component particles decay

2nd Corin. 5:1-4  if earthly tent we live in is destroyed, we have a building from God, an eternal
house not built by human hands - meanwhile we groan, longing to be clothed with our
heavenly dwelling because WHEN we are clothed we will not be found “EXPOSED” for 
while we are in this tent we groan - burdened because we do not wish to be unclothed but
to be clothed with our heavenly dwelling - so what is mortal may be swallowed up by life

_________________________________________________________________________________

1st Resurrection Jesus emptied Sheol of those with same faith “Abraham’s promise” [gut]
Died after Calvary - before harpazo “dead in Christ raised first”

“absent from body, present with Lord”
Harpazo Translated [metamorpho-oo] in an eye-blink

Survivors Lived thru the Tribulation
[2nd Resurrection AFTER Millennium]

Life on Physical Earth in Metaphysical Bodies       
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Believers have resurrection bodies like the Lord’s resurrection body [He is our “first fruits”]

- Travel at “the speed of mind” transcends physical barriers, distances, proximities
- Does not need any physical rest, sleep, naps, won’t get tired
- Does not need any food to survive CAN eat food  ENJOY food   but not required

Mark 7:15   14:25  Rev. 22:1-3  Luke 12:37 Matt. 8:11  21:33-46  22:1-14   25:1-13  Isaiah 65:21
Psalm 104:15 Gen. 4:20  7:2  9:3  15:9  22:13  Exodus 12:5  Deut. 14:3-21   1st Corin. 10:31

- Walk, have conversations    road to Emmaus
- Step thru temporal world into extra-temporal realm  like Jesus   like angels
- Recognizable, but with initial adjustments in perception   when first saw Jesus
- Physical, substantial, tangible, touch-feel-handle   not hologram

Life on Physical Earth in Metaphysical Bodies       
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Believers from OT era before Calvary with Jesus at 2nd Coming
in resurrection bodies

Believers from NT era after Calvary [you and me]    with Jesus at 2nd Coming
in resurrection bodies

Recent believers martyred during tribulation  Rev. 20:4-6 “first resurrection”
in resurrection bodies?

Recent believers stayed alive during tribulation persevered
in resurrection bodies? [changed-metamorpho-oo?]

Unbelievers stayed alive during tribulation May come later to believe or not
in natural bodies

Those born during the millennium May come later to believe or not
in natural bodies

Gen. 1:27   5:1-2  God created BOTH male and female in His image 
2 Corin 6:18       God calls us sons and daughters

You will be your birth sex/gender in your resurrection body

“Who is on Earth in Millennium?”      
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What Will Life Be Like?       
Work?               Rest one day each 7-day week
Sleep?  Eat?
Travel?  Visit?
Buy/Sell/Trade Transact Commerce?
Teaching? Learning? 
Laugh?  
Cry? Tears? after Millennium
Births?
Deaths? after Millennium
Sin? after Millennium
Legal Disputes? Judgments?   

Believers rule/reign with Jesus
Isaiah 2:2-4    Exodus 20:7-17

NOT all people will love, obey, worship the Lord
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Consider CURRENT Life on Earth ALL under Millennium Law and Order 
- 24 hour days Exodus 20     MANY will not abide by these!!
- Sleep 1/3rd our time 1. no other gods
- Eat 3 times a day [make food] 2.  make no idols to worship
- Work  1/3rd our time 3. don’t use Lord’s name in vain
- Recreational activities . . . FUN 4. keep sabbath-rest as holy
- Visit with family and friends . . . JOY 5. honor parents
- Mountains, Rivers, Beaches, Forests 6. don’t murder
- Designing, Creating, Building 7. don’t commit adultery
- Travel, Trains, Planes, Cars 8. don’t steal
- Celebrations, Parties, Anniversaries 9. don’t lie
- Swimming, Surfing, Skiing, Boating 10. don’t covet
- Creating, Buying, Selling, Industry 
- Pregnancies, Births, Deaths
- Teaching Unbelievers - Prep for Satan’s release - Servant Leadership  Matt. 20:26-28

“What will LIFE be like for 10 centuries?”      
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Isaiah 65:21  people design and build homes and live in them
plant vineyards and eat fruit harvest

65:22-23  no confiscating another’s home or fields – one’s days will be like lifetime of a tree
people will outlive the work of their hands but they will not labor in vain 

Ezekiel 34:27-31  fruit trees will have increased harvest-yields - with no fear of wild beasts
their planting-fields will be renowned/famous and never any famine again

1st Corin. 15:21-26 death thru Adam, life thru Jesus - last enemy to destroy is DEATH, however
DEATH ends until AFTER Millennium at White Throne Judgment Rev. 20:14 Gehenna
Rev. 21:3-4 no more DEATH - the old things have passed away

Genesis 5:1-32  mortal men and women in mortal, corruptible, perishable bodies – many who 
lived into their 900’s   Adam 930 Seth 912 Enosh 905

Kenan 910 Mahalalel 895      Jared 962
Enoch 365 then the Lord took him  Methuselah 969
Lamech 777 Noah 950

Literal 100 Decades on Earth: Life
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Isaiah 65:20  there will be no infant mortality - old men and women will live out all their days
considered “youth” dies at 100 Earth-years - to not reach 100 years ‘accursed”
DEATH in Millennium only for unbelievers - Bible has no teaching of a
resurrection of believers in Millennium Rev. 20:4-6 completes 1st resurrection
Jer. 31:31-34 No Jewish unbelievers in Millennium [all believe in Jesus by age 100]

Ezekiel 47:22-23 non-Jews living among the Jews will have children, and the Jews will treat them
as native-born, with an inheritance among whatever tribe of Israel they reside

Zech. 14:17   whatever “families of Earth” do not go to worship each year at Sukkot
[parents with children]

Matt. 19:28 Jesus said to them, ”You who have followed Me in the ‘regeneration’
when the Son of Man will sit on His glorious throne”

John 3:5-6  unless born of Spirit a person CANNOT enter the Kingdom of God
Matt. 11:11 lowest in Kingdom of God still above John Baptist, greatest of ALL born of women

Literal 100 Decades on Earth: Life
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Matt. 22:23-33     Sadducees [don’t believe in resurrection] woman married to one of 7 brothers 
[Mark 12  Luke 20] he dies, then each attempts to fulfill Levirate law one-by-one, then she dies

“Whose wife is she in the resurrection?” [Deut. 25:5-10]
Jesus explained  in resurrection bodies there is no marriage - you’ll be like the aggelos and then

“sons of the resurrection”   NOW Heb. 2:7 “little lower than angels” 
but in Millennium SAME as aggelos  Gen. 6  angels took wives from daughters 
of men - their progeny were Nephilim [aggelos have sexual function-capacity]

Jesus explained  “no Levirate marriage in Millennium” due to no death in eternal resurrection body 
believing woman can’t become a widow [husband won’t die]

Jesus explained  “you [Sadducees] don’t understand 2 things” [keys to understand this]
1-OT Scriptures                 and   2-power of God

Jesus is referring to: Bible teaches resurrection and    God’s omnipotence can/will resurrect

Was Jesus speaking [micro] to Sadducees THEN or [macro] commenting on all eternity?
Is Jesus referring to NO marriage in pre-Millennium “until death do you part” form?

Literal 100 Decades on Earth: Marriage?
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1st Corin. 7:12-17  the believing and unbelieving spouses explained
Gen. 2:18 not good for man to be alone, God makes man’s perfect partner  [this is pre-Fall/curse]

“Be fruitful and multiply” also pre-Fall/curse
Jer. 50:5 in the Millennium let us join ourselves to YHWH in “perpetual covenant” never forgotten
Zech. 8:3-5  boys and girls play again in streets of Jerusalem  [mortal kids from mortal parents?]
Isaiah 11:6-9 mentions   1- “little children”   2- “nursing children”    3- “weaned children”
Isaiah 6:20-23  they will no longer have children in “trouble” [painful childbirth post-curse]

they will be descendants of the blessed of YHWH and their offspring with them
Isaiah 54:1-7, 13  women who could not have kids will have children, for “more are the children are

the children of the desolate than of the married woman”

QUESTION? Who are these children? Who are their parents?

IF there is male-female union, it’s UNIQUE from Earthly marriage “until death do us part”

Literal 100 Decades on Earth: Marriage?
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Zech. 8:1-8  the LORD will return to Zion and will dwell in the midst of Jerusalem - it will be called
the City of Truth - the mountain of the LORD of hosts will be called the Holy Mountain 
old men and old women will again sit in the streets of Jerusalem - the streets will be filled
with boys and girls playing - I am going to save My people from the land of the East and 

West, and bring them back - they will live in Jerusalem 
they shall be My people and I will be their God in truth and righteousness

Literal 100 Decades on Earth: Life
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When the 1,000 years [Millennium] are completed, Satan will be released from his prison 
and will come out to deceive the nations which are in the four corners of the earth

[Jer. 17:9 man’s heart is deceitful beyond all else, desperately sick, who understands it?]
Gog and Magog - to gather them together for the war; their numbers like the sand of the seashore

POPULATION GROWTH
Rev. 20:8 at end of Millennium the numbers of people are “like sand on seashore”

Many people will be conceived and born during those 10 centuries

And they came up on the broad plain of the earth and surrounded the camp
of the saints and the beloved city [JERUSALEM] . . . . . they assemble for war, however

fire came down from heaven and devoured them
The devil who deceived them was thrown into the lake of fire and brimstone [Gehenna]
where the beast and the false prophet are also  [they were put there before Millennium]
and they will be tormented day and night forever and ever

Revelation 20:7-10     
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Then I saw a great white throne and Him who sat upon it, from whose presence Earth and heaven
fled away, and no place was found for them - and I saw the dead the great and the small,
standing before the throne, and books were opened; and another book was opened, which is the 
Book of Life - the dead were judged from the things which were written in the books,
according to their deeds.

And the sea gave up the dead which were in it, and death and Hades gave up the 
dead which were in them; and they were judged, every one of them according to 
their deeds. 14 Then death and Hades were thrown into the lake of fire. This is the
second death, the lake of fire. And if anyone’s name was not found written in the 
book of life, he was thrown into the lake of fire [Gehenna]

Revelation 20:11-15     
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Finish details of Final Judgment
then Revelation 21  “New”

- Heavens
- Earth
- Jerusalem

Next session August 8th


